DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 31L/R: Climb on assigned heading, maintain 5000 thence. . . .

. . .on vectors to appropriate route, unless otherwise advised maintain assigned altitude and expect filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.

BELCHER TRANSITION (DALL6.EIC): From over TTT VOR/DME on TTT R-094 to POTEN, then on EIC R-259 to EIC VORTAC.
LITTLE ROCK TRANSITION (DALL6.LIT): From over TTT VOR/DME on TTT R-064 to ORTRO, then on LIT R-235 to LIT VORTAC.
SAWMILL TRANSITION (DALL6.SWB): From over TTT VOR/DME on TTT R-094 to POTEN, then on EIC R-259 to TEKBE, then on SWB R-291 to SWB VOR/DME.
SOLDO TRANSITION (DALL6.SOLDO): From over TTT VOR/DME on TTT R-084 to SOLDO.
TEXARKANA TRANSITION (DALL6.TXK): From over TTT VOR/DME on TTT R-074 to SHERO, then on TXK R-244 to TXK VORTAC.